CIRCULATION DIRECTOR

The Lawton Constitution is seeking a circulation director to lead the circulation and audience development team. Lawton, Oklahoma is home to a dynamic and growing regional market in southwest Oklahoma. A member of Texas-based Southern Newspapers, Inc., we are looking for a hands-on, ready to roll up the sleeves and make a big difference for subscribers, community, and employees kind of person. The Lawton Constitution is a 7-day a week morning newspaper, digital, and magazine publisher. Excellent benefits, exciting work environment, and beautiful location. Please reply to publisher Dennis Wade at dennis.wade@swok.news, EOE (3)

SPORTS EDITOR

The Sentinel-Record in beautiful Hot Springs, Arkansas has an immediate opening for a sports reporter. Candidates must be able to report from live sporting events, produce stories on deadlines and develop additional features. The position includes coverage of various sports at the high school and college levels, as well as community sports interests. Candidates must have background knowledge in a variety of sports and be comfortable working with coaches, athletes and administrators. Page design experience a plus, but not a requirement. Submit resume and writing sample to mark@hotsr.com (3)

NEWS REPORTER

If you know how the power of good journalism can transform and tell the story of a community one report at a time, we want to talk to you. You would be the sort of person who knows you can’t just sit behind a desk and expect the news to come to you – you have to go out and find it; stories and reports about the issues and the people of our area. Be able to tell the story behind the story when and where you can. The ideal candidate will be able to handle all forms of reporting in the Batesville, Arkansas and White River area including general news, hard news, feature stories, special assignments and enterprise work. If you find variety attractive and challenging, we promise you will never be bored. The Batesville Daily Guard is a five-day-a-week newspaper serving Batesville and a number of surrounding townships. The newspaper is known for its long, rich history of award winning journalism. Come be a part of our newspaper team and help make a difference in our community. We are part of a family owned company that understands the value of local hometown journalism and believes that newspapers can help tell the story of the communities they serve. We offer a competitive compensation plan for a newspaper our size. It includes paid holidays, vacation, sick leave, health, vision and dental plans, and a 401-K plan. This position requires basic photography skills; Photoshop experience is a real plus. Send your resume and work samples to: news@guardonline.com or send to Batesville Daily Guard, 400 Harrison St., Suite 200, Batesville, AR 72501, The Batesville Daily Guard is an equal opportunity employer. (3)

REPORTER

The Advance-Monticellonian, an award winning weekly newspaper located in Monticello, a growing, family oriented community in Southeast Arkansas, is looking for an energetic and organized reporter to join its newsroom. The ideal candidate must be a creative, solid writer; attentive to detail; and flexible enough to help with Web and design duties. Experience with InDesign, Photoshop, photography and social networking are a plus. Knowing the people and having connections in Southeast Arkansas is also a bonus. There will also be opportunities to write for annual magazines and special sections. The pay is negotiable and based on abilities and experience. Other benefits - like health insurance — are included. If you want to be a part of an energetic new enterprise and live in a beautiful part of Arkansas, send your resume and writing clips to Publisher Tom White at: publisher@monticellonews.net (4)
Arkansas weekly newspaper for sale. Continuous publication since 1886. Located in north central Arkansas. Profitable with good growth potential. Active website and social media presence. Leased updated building, up to date equipment and software. Only media located in county with minimal competition. Staff in place if needed; perfect owner/operator opportunity. Owners retiring. Reasonably priced. Please contact me at 870-404-6237 or at this email address only jade71913@gmail.com.

The Helena World is looking for an editor to help lead our media operation. This is a great opportunity for an enterprising reporter to step up to the plate. We are looking for a hands-on, beat-carrying, working editor who can run a small newsroom, direct daily reporting on our website, create distinct contrast between content on our website and in our print edition, engage an audience on social media and be a part of the reporting team at the location while leading it as the editor. Management experience is helpful, but the willingness to work hard, lead by example, and having a clear vision to engage our audience with old and new media are the most important assets for the job. This vision, your work ethic, your enthusiasm for community journalism, great writing, editing and people skills, an eye for photography, and an understanding of how to produce great content that appeals to the community will set you above competing candidates. This person will be the face of the newspaper and have an important role in the community. The salary range is in the low to mid-30's annually. The Helena World is part of GateHouse Media, one of the largest media companies in the US. Benefits include sick day, personal days, vacation, paid holidays and a comprehensive insurance plan with Medical. To apply for this position, please email a resume and cover letter to Matt Guthrie at mguthrie@gatehousemedia.com.